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The Hornets' Nest 

Location: Sadr' City, Iraq 

 

With each passing breath of hot air and dust, U.S. Special Forces Squad, Team 

Hotel, trudges around a street corner in the scorching sun. Team Leader, Colonel John 

Locklear, signals his squad to navigate through the upcoming market in the alley. Locals 

fling about like rabid dogs attempting to bargain from vendors that only accept the 

highest bid for their items on display about tables and hanging from clothing lines. Men 

in dishdasha and sandals shove pass one another exposing sums of cash, coins, or product 

towards the sellers on the opposite side of the stands. Dispersed groups of children 

huddle in horseshoe formations kicking footballs at a wall. The women turn away in their 

abayah, hiding their eyes between their asha and foota garments. 

"Hotel Actual, this is Hotel Alpha Lead," John says leaning into the handset clipped 

to his vest. "How copy?" 

John glances behind him, the brim of his light green boonie cap hovers just above 

his eyesight. The sternness of his appearance is evident that he has been around the block 

a few times. A scar lines the right side of his face from his lower cheek angling up 

towards his ear. Even at 48 years of age, he could kill a man with a single gaze. No doubt 

that was his training glaring back in a reflection of 30 years of military service. He 

reached the top tier of U.S. Army Special Forces, Delta Force (1st SFOD) in 1999, just 

ten years after his enlistment date. He is one of the few that begins enlisted and then 

transfers to Office Candidate School upon reaching the rank of Sergeant. John makes eye 

contact with Sergeant First Class Seth Viktor and motions for him to scale the rooftops 

with a quick adjustment of his eyes at the building to their South. 

Seth taps D., J. on the shoulder and the two move towards a ladder. Seth, 31, and 

fellow graduate of Delta Force Training, is the most skilled living sniper in the U.S. 

Military. His assigned comrade for this three-year mission that the entire team is on is, 

D., J., a government asset hired to perform any computer relations that are needed. In 

short, a hacker, the best one ever hired by the U.S. Government. 

"Hotel Alpha Lead, this is Hotel Actual go ahead," John listens in his earpiece as 

Operations Commander responds. 



 John signals for Staff Sergeant Livyeth (Liv-eye-eth) Cringe and Staff Sergeant 

Kim Watson to take the South and North flank. 

 Livyeth moves to the South side of alleyway, while Kim positions on the North 

side. Both, 29, grew up together in Flagstaff, Arizona. When the time came they decided 

to sign up for military service at the same time. Livyeth chose demolitions and climbed 

her way to become the first female Green Beret. Kim chose medical and in time she was 

selected for Ranger School and Advanced Medical School. 

"Hotel Actual we are tree mikes from our destination," John responds in the 

handset. 

"That is-," Operations Commander says but then cuts to static. 

John places his hand on the earpiece, "Say again Hotel Actual." Just static. "I 

repeat, say again." John grunts and lifts his hand and motions to continue forward 

through the crowd. 

Sergeant Major Brax Axel, 47, approaches John from behind as the last team 

member of the squad, "Sir, I think we should turn back." Brax is a long time service 

friend of John's and both were chosen to lead this team to ensure victory. 

John glances, "I know but there is no time. The nearest waypoint to our position is 

two thousand yards out of our way." 

John turns his head to the rooftops and places a hand on his tactical throat 

microphone, "Talk to me Vik." 

"There is a lot of commotion in front of where we need to be. I don't know how we 

are going to get there without a fight," Seth responds. 

Brax pulls out a map and points to some areas, "There is a building in this area that 

looks big enough to set up shop." 

"Vik, there looks to be a building in sector two that is suppose to be fifty meters in 

height," John says. 

Seth searches sector two, "Yep, found it. We can make it in about two mikes if we 

depart now." 

Brax lifts his eyebrows at John. 

"All right, let's go," John says. "Vik come back down." 

"Roger that," Seth says and motions for D., J. to follow him. 



Brax puts away his map. 

"Hotel Alpha Lead, this is Hotel Actual," the radio begins to work again. "There are 

multiple tangos approaching your position. I repeat multiple tangos-" 

A door on either side of the alley way opens and targets in black hoods exit. 

John lifts his urban assault rifle and fires two shots, taking the first two targets out 

of the North side door. 

Brax turns to a kneeling position facing behind him and fires his rifle taking out a 

target. 

The crowd panics and begins to scatter, duck, or enter random doors to escape. 

Another door to their East, the direction they were advancing towards, opens and 

more tangos appear. 

Livyeth begins to unleash her SAW at the tangos. 

Kim notices two balconies begin to fill. One of them has an RPG. 

"RPG," Kim says and expels a few round into the chest and head of the one holding 

the RPG. 

Seth pushes D., J. to the floor of the rooftop behind the half wall as targets fall 

through the lens of his scope. One. Two. Three. Four. 

Two masked men with a bomb vest exit a home next to Livyeth. 

"Bomb," John swings his rifle, fires one shot and nails one of men in the cranium. 

Brax grabs the back of John's vest and flings him through the door adjacent to the 

bombers. 

John is all of sudden off his feet and just before landing he witnesses Brax tackle 

the other man into the door in which he came. John grunts as his head smacks an object. 

His vision goes dark. 
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Standing in absolute disbelief, unsure of the vast creation that fills his sight to its 

far reaches, John is unable to fathom the absolute magnetism of the city. It's nothing that 

mimics anywhere he has been before, nor could he place it apart of any known book in 

the event this is all just imagination from some crazy childhood fantasy. In any case, John 

does not remember his past before the age of 8, however not that it matters unless this is 

where he is from. John is not afraid of being at this locale; on the contrary he is very 

content with it. An aurora of peace fills the inner linings for a longing to explore the 

unknown reasoning of the spectacular buildings. 

Each section of glass on the buildings seems to be compressed with different 

molecules than what he knew to be glass. It was alive, reflecting, and performing 

vigorous calculations to read every emotion from the people that pass. The windows 

above begin to turn to leaves, mushrooms, and all sorts of plant life. Above, only the 

tallest of these magnificent creations spawn water as they disappear within the 

translucent, cumulonimbus clouds that form peaceful, gentle falls. As the falls descend 

they form rivers that flow towards the ground where they connect into several spread out 

fountains that children play in. Architecture and wildlife blend in a harmonious balance. 

A surreal depiction of tranquil beauty of a lost and forgotten civilization that lay deep 

within his dreams, or were they memories forcing their way to existence. 

The wind brushes his medium-brown, spikey hair from the east with a slight 

temperate coolness carrying relief from the environments’ relentless humidity. In what 

seems to be a precious desire that brought John to this location now abandons him with 



the notion of search and find his instinctive training sought. Sweat drips from his brow 

blurring his sight, causing a slight sting and irritation that his concentration breaks for a 

brief moment. He wipes his hand across his brow blocking his sight for just mere 

seconds. The muscles in his jaw relax allowing his mouth to barely breach, as his body 

lay motionless, frozen in place. The city lay barren, not a soul in sight. Buildings that 

flourished with life, one with nature, now frail, brittle, decaying in a haunting silence 

gripping him in a fear that doesn't let go. Even the breeze ceases to exist. Movement to 

his right catches his attention as he peers beyond his peripherals, rotating his body. A 

woman, with smooth reflective skin and tri-colored hair only a few feet from him begins 

to smile and opens her mouth to speak but no words come out. He strains his focus to 

read her lips but is unable to. 

A drop of water smashes to the ground with such force it shakes his eardrums as he 

darts around looking in the opposite direction of the beautiful woman and towards the 

sound ready to lay waste to whoever is trying to attack him. However, John is taken back 

to the city filled with people and full of life. At which time he looks back to see the 

woman but she was gone and a blood drench city stretches into his vision. A brutalized 

person lunges out for him holding their own end trails with one hand and the other hand 

attempting to grab him. John dodges by jumping back and to one side seeing the horror of 

blood raining from the heavens. Buildings explode into massive balls of fire descending 

upon targets turning them to ash upon impact. As the blood rain impacts him boils appear 

and then the twinge of burning skin. Gritting his teeth to hold in screams, John sprints for 

cover. The awning shields the rain and when he glances back out into the street the city 

returns with people carrying out their lives. 



The woman steps in front of him lifting out her hand as if to welcome his hand into 

hers, “This is to be what will come if you do not help us, John.” Her words are innocent 

and full of hope and soft sounding, so familiar. 

"Who are you?" John returns the only thought swirling in his head. The mysterious 

woman’s gaze shifts behind him. Her smile fades and she shoves him out of the way from 

something. 

John awakes feeling as if he fell out of the dream and into the cot he remembers 

lying upon before falling asleep. He throws himself up to a seating position. With each 

passing night the dream comes faster and last longer than the night before. The seconds 

speed by while he sits there in his sweat, wondering how the city and the woman felt 

more like a memory than a dream. John knows his great uncle could answer his 

questions. But how could he go back to where others view him as a betrayer? 

John leans up holding his ribs as he grunts and makes his way over to the mirror 

picking up his phone and dials. 

After a couple of rings he hears, "This is Waya, you know to do." 

John looks deep into the mirror, his stern figure staring back appears to taunt his 

inner self as he says, "Waya, it's me. I need that favor from you. Tell uncle I'm on my 

way. See you soon brother." 

 


